Faculty Incentive Awards

2009-2010

**Faculty Lecture Award**
Two submissions will share award. They are:

- Mark Miller, Professor of English – *Left with Lincoln: The Lessons of John Brown and the Civil War for Barack Obama and the 21st Century*
- Maynard Seider, Professor of Sociology – *The Meaning of Cuba 50 Years After the Triumph of the Revolution.*

**Faculty Research Award**

- Anne Goodwin, Assistant Professor of Biology – *Acid Defenses of the Sea Squirt Didemnum*

**Faculty Creative Project Award**
Lauren O'Neal, Assistant Professor of Arts Management – *Vivid Wonders: Museum Studies Exhibit*

**Faculty Curriculum Development Award**
Two submissions will share this award. They are:

- Dan Shustack, Assistant Professor of Environmental Studies – *The Changing North American Landscape*
- Chris Thomas, Associate Professor of Mathematics – *Math for Elementary*